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[storing certificates of education in blockchain technology]



A trusted certificate means a trusted 
education

[verification of education thanks to decentralized blockchain 
technology]



Why store diplomas in 
a blockchain?

ü The fastest and easiest way to verify 

the authenticity of a document

ü Unforgeable

ü Impossible to antedate

ü Decentralized storage

ü The strongest possible form of cyber 

security



Principle of Diplomachain
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Immediate verificationEasy to store

Diploma with a unique imprint it is securely
stored on all nodes in the network

Diploma verification anytime, 
anyone and anywhere in the

word



ü Diploma has been saved in blockchain



Application is ready to use 
as a white label



Other area of use…

ü Insurance

ü Minutes of general (stakeholders) meetings

ü Tenders

ü Audit reports

ü Concluding contracts

ü General Terms and Conditions

ü Logistics



o Reducing unnecessary paper use

o Unique credibility of this processes can replaces other 
processes

Blockchain leads to a reduction in 
carbon footprint



The law of the filing and archiving is an 
opportunity for the implementation of the 

blockchain technology

Regulation 261/2021 Coll.

Transitional provisions of Act No. 499/2004 Coll., On Archiving and the file service



It is time 
to start 
thinking
blockchain.



ü Create a team of people who will share experience and information 

with us to identify to opportunity in using blockchain

ü We will set  the frameworks of the pilot project and help with the 

implementation

ü Based on the results, we will create a blockchain strategy

How to start?



The blockchain ensures  trust in 

e-documents



Thank you for your attention.

Any questions?
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